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Grades & assessments in brief

• Each student will share an overleaf project of their ongoing lab notebook. The lab 
notebook is an essential part of scientific activity, and should record relevant details 
sufficient to reproduce any reported experiment. Clarity of exposition, figure 
presentation and captioning, and rigor are all key components to the lab notebook.

• The report on the final measurement will follow the format of a PRL paper (see following 
slide)



Lab report format

The format is simple: an abstract summarizes the results. The first paragraph is dedicated to relevant background 
information, and culminates in the unanswered question that the report will address. The next paragraph will then 
proceed to explain how the work contained in the report makes progress toward addressing the question. The 
remainder of the report is dedicated to presenting results. A brief discussion establishes context for the work.



A generic rubrick for grading the final reports:

1. Follows the PRL format (ca. 20 % of total). 
• Title, abstract, authors list using revtex template for PRL. No more than 5 pages for the main report, 

including figures, etc.
• 1-2 paragraph introduction for background, going from general to specific. 
• Conclude introductory paragraph with the open question you will address with the report.
• Next paragraph introduces your method to address the question - `In this letter, we will measure…. 

We simulate … This paragraph should consist of a concise summary of your results.
• Specifics of the measurement / simulation approach should be provided, and supported with figures 

that validate the chosen approach. This portion should be anywhere from 2-5 paragraphs and 1-3 
figures.

• Results should follow – what did you find, and why are you confident in your conclusions? Support 
with data in figures!

• Discussion / conclusion – 1-2 paragraphs. Review what you learned, and broaden the discussion to 
how your measurement / simulation advances the state of the art.

• References, formatted appropriately. 



A generic rubrick for grading the final reports:

2. Figures clear, legible and appropriately captioned (ca. 30 % of the grade)
• I should be able to understand what you did by reviewing only the figures and captions. They should 

be clear, legibly labelled, and completely captioned in concise text.
• All data should be presented with as quantitative a treatement of experimental / simulation error as 

you can provide. 



A generic rubrick for grading the final reports:

3. Writing is clear and concise (ca. 30% of total grade)
• 5 pages with figures is SHORT! Don’t waste words …
• Good writing: the process of eliminating unnecessary words!
• Style and clarity count



A generic rubrick for grading the final reports:

4. `Je ne sais quoi’ – the effort of the measurement & attempts to reduce noise, and provide excellent, 
reliable measurements. (ca. 20% of total grade)

• You’ve learned a lot of methods for reducing noise, and enhancing measurement precision. 
• Here is your opportunity to show off – how precise are your measurements? How do they stand in 

comparison with the state of the art?
• How well have you understood and quantified the various sources of error in the measurement?
• Have you provided sufficient detail in the supplementary document for your report to support your 

error quantification & technical approach, including details of your simulation?

• You can also score points for identifying paths toward an improved measurement in the discussion –
perhaps changing the actuator in some way, or enhancing the load cell’s precision, or changing the 
current range … however you might go about it, if you were given another chance, more time and 
unlimited equipment, what would you do to improve your measurement?



A summary of the rubrick for grading the final reports:

Item index Description in brief Contribution to 
total grade

1 Follows PRL format (as described above) 20%

2 Figures, data presentation and captioning 30%

3 Writing clarity and style 30%

4 `Je ne sais quoi’ of measurement – excellence / repeatability / quantitative 
approach – including supplementary material document.

20%



Good vs. Bad captions:



Tentative topical schedule 
Date Anticipated topics

14.9 Introduction to lab hardware / LTspice software; passive circuit components

21.9 Passive filters, Thevenin equivalent circuits; input and output impedence

28.9 Transistors – BJTs and some transistor circuits

5.10 Transistors – Ebers-Moll, differential amplifier and a homemade op-amp

12.10 Op-amps and using positive feedback. The `golden rules’

19.10 Comparators, Schmitt Trigger, Wien Bridge circuit; `Nasty’ feedback and how to tame it (sometimes)

26.10 Load cell amplifier circuits, current source circuits that can be used in our measurement

2.11 Build load cell circuit and current source for measurement / model in LTspice; calibrate apparatus

9.11 “

16.11 “

23.11 Carry out in-person testing and write reports

30.11 “

7.12 “

14.12 Present results of measurement to the class (voluntary, extra-credit; via zoom for groups A & C)


